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This newsletter highlights the LEAPS dispatch statistics from the month of December 2015 and 
notable and newsworthy accomplishments the system supported during the month. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

December Summary 

LEAPS directly supported 34 arrests in December. LEAPS was dispatched a total of 
345 times (76 hours of total dispatch time).  Of the 345 total dispatches, LASD formally 
logged 238 dispatches in the month of December to support a wide range of field 
operations and surveillance events. Typically, if LEAPS is tasked to provide imagery for 
intelligence gathering or to surveil an event, the event is not logged as there is no code 
to assign.  Examples of surveillance activities are to monitor schools/parks and to act 
on requests from detectives to support warrant serving, operations or verify persons or 
property is at a specific location.  Some notable LEAPS activities this month tracking 14 
burglary events all leading to the arrest of suspects and air surveillance of 4 vehicle 
pursuits also leading to suspect arrests.  

 

About us 

LEAPS is dedicated to providing high quality aerial surveillance operations to the City of Lancaster. LEAPS is 
operated and maintained by AVLLC for the city of Lancaster to provide real time video to LASD that acts as a 
force multiplier in support of daily operations and tactical initiatives.  LEAPS provides both tangible data points 
(arrests and dispatches) and intangible support (prevention, situational awareness, officer safety, litigation 
assistance) for law enforcement personnel and the City of Lancaster.  

Contact us 

Name: Andrew Ritchie   |   Phone: 661-940-0519   |   Email: leaps@spiraltechinc.com 

Burglary

Drunk Driving

Vehicle Pursuit

Stolen Property

Domestic Abuse

Arson

Robbery

Assault with a Deadly Weapon

Terrorist Threats

Hit and Run

Insane Person

December LEAPS Arrest Statistics

Observation
Fight
Traffic Collision
Burglary
Felony Spousal Assault
Assault with Deadly Weapon
Person Acting Suspiciously
Suspicious Circumstances
Robbery
Person with a gun
Drunk Driving
Fire
Insane Person
Contempt of Court
Petty Theft
Stolen Property
Arson
Hit and Run
Missing Person
Explosion
Rape
Indecent Exposure
Traffic Stop
Battery
Illegal Dumping
Terrorist Threat
Receiving Stolen Property
Trespassing
Contact Informant
Abandoned Vehicle
Prowler

December 2015 LEAPS Dispatches


